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PERRYARA (DANCE)

DIEDERIK KREIKE -

IDEM

This duet is the result of a search for
dissimilarities. Differences in every
possible form; literally, figuratively,
what is happening on the inside, but
what do we see on the outside? The
difference in being a man or a woman,
being black or white. What are the
differences between our body’s and
our (dance)languages? In what ways
can we connect and where can we meet
and share with each other? How far can
we reach inside ourselves, and find our
deepest instincts to capture them.

(THEATER)

Lawickse Allee Lawickse Allee 26

ANASTASIS SARAKATSANOS

HET JAAR VAN DE MAN

(STORYTELLING & MUSIC)

De moderne tijd vraagt erom dat we de
identiteit van de moderne man en zijn rol
in de samenleving herdefiniëren. 2019
is het jaar van de man. Bart & Maarten
leggen de moderne man onder de loep,
mét al zijn gevoelens en onzekerheden.
Want hoe kan het dat we, twee jaar
sinds #metoo, nog steeds vasthouden
aan onze oude gedragspatronen?
Mannen, we moeten aan de slag.

Anastasis will mix personal stories,
folk tales and myth, together with a
few of his favourite songs, to craft an
intimate and heartwarming set and
to create a space where you can feel
comfortable, right at home.
Anastasis was born and raised in
Athens, Greece. He completed his
music studies in London and recently
moved to Amsterdam, where he works
as a musician and storyteller.

This act will be in Dutch.

Bolus 9 Bowlespark 9

JIP WARMERDAM (THEATRE)

THE ANTI SOCIAL SOCIAL CLUB

Onder de Magnolia Nassauweg 13

TAPPIN-IT COLLECTIVE -

THE ANTI SOCIAL SOCIAL CLUB is a
theater performance for which the
audience is invited to the club of the
future where ‘being alone’ is the new
normal. During the 30-min. musicaltheater-trip, the audience will be taken
into an oasis of loneliness. Through
technology, clubart, robotic alter-egos
and music of the future, everybody can
party as hard as they can at the least
social party ever!

FABIENNE ROOS

(MUSIC)

(MUSIC)

Blues, folk and stories. It’s a bootstomping, curl-shaking, moon-hollering
experience that’ll bring you straight
from the cold rolling hills of Tennessee
to the heart of the hot, swampy Mississippi Delta. Erik plays on stage with his
lifelong friend, and wouldn’t want it any
other way. In between the songs he’ll
gladly share all the great stories and
adventures that surround his music.
Come and see this born performer!

Fabienne Roos, supported by her
musician Marcel van Nieuwenhuijsen,
take you on a journey in a relaxing
concert, while you don’t have to do
anything at all. They invite you to lie
down and relax completely. With her
voice Fabienne takes you on a journey.
Under the guidance of an Indian Harmonium and Shrutibox she will tell you a
story. The stories she tells are universal
and together with the music a beautiful
intuitive concert is being created.

Casa Cranca I Hoogstraat 37A

Rijn 6 Aan de Rijn 6

LEWIN

SILENT POETRY DISCO

(MUSIC)

Wordbites is a new, free version of
performance poetry. Thought-up crosswise, but performed straight ahead.
Alienating, putting people off their
stride, sometimes barking or biting and
sometimes caressing.
At Roomservice Wordbites shares the
stage with Jörgen Unom (poet, singer,
songwriter, beatmaker) in a shared
silent poetry disco set.

‘Lewin’ is the fresh musical leaf that has
been turned by songwriter and musician Jara Holdert. At the core, Lewin is
about being naked, open and relatable.
Her songs, in open tunings and often
harmonised by her band members,
are full of the Indie-pop warmth of the
sixties and seventies. With a few precise
brushstrokes she calls up scenes from
real life - no romanticised ‘true loves’
but awkward, human affairs - love with
its rough edges showing. For fans of
Joni Mitchell, Big Thief and Nick Drake.

Casa Cranca II Hoogstraat 37A

FIRMA VRUCHTVLEES (THEATRE)

AFTERPARTY

A dynamic theater collective that
explores the topic of sexuality on
stage, where they take the audience
on an intimate adventure. A juicy mix
between spicy theater, unreserved and
open talks about sexuality and erotic
stories. Expect to be surrounded by
a softness that will caress your mind,
and to be immersed in a warm bath
full of pleasure. Allow yourself to be
arried away and educated with sizzling
literature, sexual tips and spicy fantasies. As candid or silent as you want.

(DANCE)

Psychotel Kapelstraat 1

ERIK ANKONÉ

(POETRY)

VOETEN!

Our feet can dance, stink, flee, jump,
run through the rain, seduce and kick.
They carry us through all the events
of life, from the beginning till the end,
rushed by the always passing of time.
VOETEN! (translated: FEET!) is a poetic
and rhythmic dance show about the
passing of time and moving yourself
through time. In a combination of objecttheater, tap dancing and percussion,
Tappin-It Collective takes you on a
visual and comical journey through
their puppet show for adults!

Calzatura Hoogstraat 64A

WORDBITES -

(THEATRE)

Diederik Kreike (Performance, Toneelacademie Maastricht) and Edna Azulay
(Writing for Performance, HKU) will
be showing the first results of their
research for their new performance
K-Hole Forever. A performance where
they will manifest a dystopian reality,
questioning the current, upcoming
rave-scene. Where will the tendency
to escape reality end? How do we fill
a void with more collective emptiness?

BBLTHK Stationstraat 2

MAARTEN & BART -

K-HOLE FOREVER

Witte Wilma Wilhelminaweg 24

SOUL T

LITERAIRE PEEPSHOW

H3 Heerenstraat 3

(MUSIC)

Wolfswaard Aan de Rijn 12

He is Funk. He is Afro-jazz and he is
a soulful storyteller with the hat to
match! A certified global citizen. Birthplace – Burundi. Current residence –
Belgium, via Uganda, Rwanda and the
UK. From his gospel roots, as a Choir
boy to a Sweet Soul deliverer. Soul T
embodies the perfect combination of
smooth, soulful Afro-jazz undertones
with sharp funk infusions. Raised on
healthy portions of Percy Sledge, Al
Green and Ok Jazz & Franco spurred
his great appetite for REAL music!

AFTERPARTY: LOS PAJA BRAVA
A spicy blend of cumbia, rock, ska and surf powered by a
turbocharged Latin American Mojo.
Los Paja Brava was founded in Rotterdam inspired by the city’s fascinating
melting pot and in-your-face attitude. Perfectly organized anarchic music home
brewed by a “vrije uitloop” group of musicians with an eclectic background
which goes from classical music to jazz, all united by their own genre, defined
as “The Mighty Mighty Freakandela Distropica”. They’ve recently taken various
stages by storm and have been winning over audiences around the Netherlands
with an explosion of rhythm, energy and extremely good vibes.

Café Loburg Molenstraat 6
23.00 hrs

